
Continuing the exploration of florals from her previous collection 

Rise, Melody Miller goes even further in her latest group, Stay 

Gold. This collection has a full range of scales and colors from 

the lush large-scale florals of ‘Shimmer,’ to rich tonal ‘Meadow’ 

and ‘Sparkle’ prints, to several tiny supporting prints. Dramatic 

flowing rayon prints are made for dresses and caftans, and a bold 

floral canvas is perfect for more structured projects. Three new 

colors have been added to Melody’s Spark palette to support the 

collection. See the Stay Gold Panel on the following spread.
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28 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints

3 Rayon prints

3 Cotton Linen Canvas prints (70% cotton / 30% linen)

Assortments and precuts do not include panel, rayon or canvas. Precuts 
and assortments do include new Spark colors.
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RS0018-11M

shimmer | shell

RS0018-12M

shimmer | merry

RS0018-14M

shimmer | peacock

RS0020-13

flutter | kiss

RS0020-14

flutter | peacock

RS0021-11

meadow | florida

RS0022-14M

RS0024-11M

sparkle | lipstick

blossom | cream soda

RS0022-15M

sparkle | peacock

RS0022-17M

sparkle | evergreen

RS0024-14M    RS0024-13M

blossom | orange blossom | merry     

RS0027-14LM

canvas shimmer | pink

RS0027-16LM RS0027-14LM

canvas shimmer | kiss canvas shimmer | pEACOCK
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RS0018-14M

shimmer | peacock

RS0019-11

new leaf | shell

RS0019-12

new leaf | merry

RS0019-14

new leaf | peacock

RS0020-11

flutter | shell

RS0021-11

meadow | florida

RS0021-13

meadow | lipstick

RS0021-15

meadow | peacock

RS0022-11M

sparkle | goldenrod

RS0022-17M

sparkle | evergreen

RS0023-11         

RS0024-17MRS0024-14M    

RS0023-13      

morning | shell     Morning |goldenrod morning | merry  

blossom | vintage blueblossom | merry     

RS0021-16

meadow | jade

RS0025-13R RS0026-13R

new leaf rayon | navy wildflowers rayon | black

RS0027-14LM

canvas shimmer | pEACOCK

RS0025-11R

new leaf rayon | pink

RS0005-40M

SPARK | VINTAGE BLUE

RS0005-53M

SPARK | EVERGREEN

RS0005-39

SPARK | TURQUOISE

RS0023-12

Morning |turquoise

RS0023-15
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PANEL BY MELODY MILLER

From her first fabric collection Ruby Star 
Rising in 2010 to Ruby Star Society 
today, this 40-block panel celebrates 10 
years of fabric designs by Melody Miller. 
She has chosen some of her favorite and 
most popular motifs, from her typewriter 
and telephone designs of a decade ago 
to the recent florals that inspired her Rise 
and Stay Gold collections.

Panel measures 44” x 72”. Selvage 
indicates where to cut panel. Individual 
blocks trim to 81/2” x 81/2” unfinished.

MAY 2021 DELIVERY

100% premium Ruby Star Cotton

RS0028-11
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